No. 624
Wood Seat
Oak

No. 1076U
Imitation Leather Slip Seat
Oak

FINISHES
OAK—Shaded Spring Green and Shaded Beechnut Brown
ELM—Shaded Green and Walnut

No. 27
Wood Seat
Elm

No. 28
Wood Seat
Elm
No. 64
Wood Seat
Oak (Elm Seat)

No. 65
Wood Seat
Elm

FINISHES
OAK—Shaded Spring Green and Shaded Beechnut Brown
BIRCH—Shaded Green and Walnut
ELM—Shaded Green and Walnut

No. 66
Wood Seat
Elm

No. 622
Wood Seat
Oak or Birch
No. 1928
Chair, Wood Seat
Oak

No. 2928½
Tavern Table
30 x 30 inches, 36 x 36 inches
Oak, Birch or Elm

FINISHES
OAK—Shaded Spring Green and Shaded Beechnut Brown
BIRCH—Shaded Green and Walnut
ELM—Shaded Green and Walnut

No. 2922
Tavern Table
36 x 36 inches
Oak or Birch

No. 623
Chair, Wood Seat
Oak
No. 2923
Tavern Table
36 x 36 inches
Elm (Birch Legs)

No. 28
Chair Wood Seat
Elm

FINISHES
OAK—Shaded Spring Green and Shaded Beechnut Brown
BIRCH—Shaded Green and Walnut
ELM—Shaded Green and Walnut
ASH—Shaded Beechnut Brown

No. 2925
Tavern Table
42 inches
Oak, Birch or Ash

No. 64
Chair, Wood Seat
Oak (Elm Seat)
No. 2928
Tavern Table
30 x 30 inches, 36 x 36 inches
Oak, Birch or Elm

No. 2923
Tavern Table
36 x 36 inches
Elm (Birch Legs)

FINISHES
OAK—Shaded Spring Green and Shaded Beechnut Brown
BIRCH—Shaded Green and Walnut
ELM—Shaded Green and Walnut

No. 2928 1/4
Tavern Table
30 x 30 inches, 36 x 36 inches
Oak, Birch or Elm

No. 2927
Tavern Table
28 x 28 inches Closed
40 inches in Diameter Open
Oak or Elm
No. 2926
Tavern Table
36 inches or 42 inches
Oak, Birch or Ash

No. 2919
Tavern Table
42 inches
Oak or Birch

FINISHES
OAK—Shaded Spring Green and Shaded Beechnut Brown
BIRCH—Shaded Green and Walnut
ASH—Shaded Beechnut Brown

No. 2921
Tavern Table
36 x 36 inches
Oak or Birch

No. 2925
Tavern Table
42 inches
Oak, Birch or Ash
No. 2924
Tavern Table
32 x 48 inches
Oak

FINISHES
OAK—Shaded Spring Green and Shaded Beechnut Brown
BIRCH—Shaded Green and Walnut

No. 2920
Tavern Table
48 inches
Oak or Birch

No. 2922
Tavern Table
36 x 36 inches
Oak or Birch